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Pentagram of Blood Prophecy Sollog – Thee End00:00

00:00
[Music]

00:11
The End is very near lost all you hold dear you didn't

00:19
want to  hear  now you tremble with fear

00:25
[Music]

00:27
this is SOLLOG the host of thee end

00:33
podcast end times podcast that's thee end

00:39
.com th e e en D make sure you use three E’s

00:46
Today I'm gonna discuss what's known

00:51
as The Pentagram of Blood you can see the

00:56
information I'm going to talk about

00:58
today at pentagram of blood .com my

01:04
prophecies started in 1995 and I began

01:11
writing them at the beginning of 1995

01:14
January 1st and they ran for almost 21

01:18
years to the end of 2015 and in that

01:24
time I describe various ley lines of

01:29
energy around the world that form what

01:32
are known as the seven pentagrams on the

01:35
seven continents the main pentagram of

01:40
blood is the pentagram that is over

01:43
North America that connects every major

01:48
loss of life event where many people

01:52
died the locations are normally on the

01:58
five lines that form the pentagram of

02:00
blood over the United States you can



02:03
also close the pentagram make it like a

02:06
Chrysler sign and you can also enclose

02:08
it not only with straight lines but a

02:11
circle

02:12
this is occult practices in forming

02:16
various pentagrams to do evil work the

02:24
evil work that I've been writing about

02:26
in my prophecy since 1995 was fully

02:31
revealed when I started writing the

02:34
pentagram of blood prophecy just before

02:39
2010 then I also wrote one of my last

02:45
prophecies about the pentagram of blood

02:48
I also created a song with the music

02:54
video called the pentagram of blood it's

02:56
been online on YouTube under my artist

02:59
name known as Rex Lucifer's and if you

03:04
look at these videos in my prophecies

03:07
you'll see that every major loss of life

03:11
event that's been happening around the

03:13
world has been occurring on the so

03:17
called pentagrams of blood in the United

03:21
States alone these events around the

03:23
five lines 9/11 in New York City is on

03:28
the pentagram of blood the Boston

03:31
bombings most of the major school



03:34
shootings including Columbine and the

03:38
Virginia Tech shooting are on these five

03:42
lines that form the pentagram of blood

03:46
seventeen hurricanes have struck on

03:49
these five lines one of the corners of

03:53
the pentagram of blood of North America

03:55
is located in Haiti near port-au-prince

03:59
where the great quake killed

04:01
quarter-million people another anchor

04:04
spot on the pentagram of blood is near

04:07
Mexico City the pyramids of Mexico

04:12
many quakes have struck near Mexico City

04:14
also killing the houses of people when

04:20
you connect Mexico City to the other

04:24
anchor near Seattle in the United States

04:26
that line runs through what's known as

04:29
the San Andreas Fault and so does the

04:32
circle also connect to the San Andreas

04:35
so all the quakes have historically hit

04:38
in over 100 years the United States from

04:42
the great San Francisco quake to other

04:44
quakes have struck on North American

04:48
pentagram of blood ancient monuments

04:51
such as the pyramids in Mexico City

04:53
there on the North American pentagram of



04:57
blood the Giza pyramids are connected to

05:02
a pentagram of blood over the Middle

05:05
East Europe the pentagram of blood runs

05:09
through ancient monuments like

05:12
Stonehenge near London Paris is on the

05:16
European pentagram of blood so basically

05:21
humans have been attracted to these

05:23
power or ley lines or solstice lines

05:26
over thousands of years they've built

05:29
some of their biggest cities on these

05:31
five lines in the various continents and

05:34
over and over wars have been forth

05:38
earthquakes have struck and now

05:40
hurricanes are striking these ancient

05:43
solstice lines that were decorated with

05:46
monuments in ancient times pyramids

05:52
circles of stone monoliths all the great

05:57
ancient monuments are built on these

06:00
pentagrams of blood in revealing the

06:03
pentagram of blood I've shown humanity

06:06
that mass loss of life events are

06:10
basically programmed around these

06:15
solstice lines so humans live their

06:20
lives in total ignorance of what's

06:23
really going on



06:24
planet that these energy lies cause

06:27
tragedy whether it is in the form of a

06:31
so-called act of God like an earthquake

06:33
or tidal wave or hurricanes these energy

06:39
lay lines have been locations where

06:42
millions of humans have literally been

06:45
sacrificed for whatever reason that

06:49
higher intelligence is sacrificing

06:51
humanity over thousands of years this

06:56
also ties into my work known as computer

07:00
universe theory as well as holographic

07:03
universe theory in the mid-1970s I

07:08
theorized six and ten dimensional

07:10
computer codes that could create six and

07:12
ten dimension simulations in which

07:16
simulations such as what we live it

07:18
could easily run within artificial

07:24
intelligence that i theorize way back in

07:26
the 1970s before there was even personal

07:29
computers so people you need to go to

07:35
pentagram of glove comm and start

07:37
reading about the seven pentagrams of

07:41
blood if you're in the United States of

07:44
North America look at the North American

07:46
United States pentagram of blood and you



07:50
will see historic events are all

07:54
occurred on these ancient solstice lines

07:58
or energy lines mass death events form

08:02
of these lines another famous prophecy

08:06
of mine has to do with an asteroid

08:09
strike on earth after the Year 2022 in

08:14
early 2023 go to asteroid dot movie MOV

08:20
I and you can see my warning about the

08:23
asteroid strikes that are coming too

08:27
early very soon now the major problem

08:30
with these future asteroid strikes is

08:34
our technology now has built over 500

08:37
nuclear reactors around their world and

08:40
most of these reactors are on these

08:42
pentagrams of blood in specific a lot of

08:46
these nuclear reactors are along

08:49
coastlines the Atlantic and Pacific

08:52
Oceans

08:53
and when an asteroid hits either ocean

08:56
the tsunami will be thousands of feet

08:58
high we'll go hundreds of miles inland

09:01
and nuclear reactors that are along

09:04
these coastlines will meltdown like

09:06
Fukushima Fukushima was an event that I

09:09
gave exact details of in my prophecies



09:12
it happened on a date that I've used

09:15
over and over in my prophecies warning

09:17
how the numbers 1 1 3 appear over and

09:20
over in many historic major loss of life

09:23
events Fukushima struck on March 11th

09:28
that's 311 or 1 1 3 in Reverse it's also

09:32
11 3 in Euro dating which is 1 1 3 so my

09:37
prophecies have been tied to these

09:40
historic major loss of life events since

09:45
1995 and until the present my prophecies

09:48
also gave specific names of 49 cities

09:53
that form these pentagrams one of these

09:57
cities is Christchurch in New Zealand

09:59
my prophecies warned of a major act of

10:03
terrorism in Christchurch

10:07
also warned of mass shootings and

10:10
mosques and churches and temples so

10:15
people these events have been predicted

10:18
with stunning accuracy by me and my

10:23
prophecies now I only released

10:26
approximately 60 of these prophecies in

10:29
those 21 years when I was writing my

10:31
prophecies and the prophecies came to me

10:34
and what's known as astral visions

10:37
through meditation when I sleep



10:39
and I just merely write what I see when

10:41
I wake up

10:43
some people believe no one can see the

10:45
future but if you research my prophecies

10:48
you will find that all of them were

10:52
released to you sneck since 1995 with

10:56
timestamps and no one can manipulate a

10:59
timestamp in Uslan since 2010 until 2015

11:03
all my prophecies were also released on

11:06
used to with timestamps controlled by

11:10
YouTube which is owned by Google so I

11:12
cannot manipulate these timestamps

11:14
people they were put in the public

11:16
record to warn humanity of this asteroid

11:20
strike and hopefully humanity will wake

11:24
up and start getting rid of this nuclear

11:28
technology in time to prepare for future

11:31
tsunamis I've also written about the

11:35
safe zones their high mountain areas in

11:38
South America Canada North Asia these

11:42
are areas where humans will be safe from

11:46
tsunamis but the problem with the safe

11:49
zones is that if we do not fix our

11:53
nuclear reactors and turn them off and

11:57
get the fuel rods in safe areas where



12:01
they won't be inundated with tsunamis

12:04
then the radiation will be like hundreds

12:08
of Fukushima is occurring all at once

12:11
from an asteroid strike when the

12:14
tsunamis go hundreds of miles inland and

12:17
literally fly hundreds of nuclear

12:22
reactors so that's what mankind is

12:24
facing right now you can also see my

12:29
latest work known as the hallow senac

12:32
extinction the Hellas seen extinct

12:35
extinction is what we're living in right

12:37
now started at the end of the Ice Age

12:39
many life-forms have disappeared in the

12:43
past 12,000 years unable to live on

12:46
earth so even though most people think

12:50
it only goes back 150 years or so to the

12:53
Gus triol revolution when carbon out put

12:58
increased dramatically even though we've

13:01
doubled carbon in the industrial age

13:04
from about 200 parts per million to 400

13:09
my work known as the hot house effect

13:12
has shown that when the dinosaurs died

13:16
carbon was at about four thousand which

13:19
would have created a surface temperature

13:20
around the planet of around a hundred



13:24
and thirty degrees and that's what

13:26
killed off most surface animals that

13:29
couldn't burrow into the ground to

13:31
survive the heat from four thousand

13:35
carbon units so we're only ten percent

13:38
there as far as carbon is concerned but

13:41
we're in a very dangerous area of the

13:44
Milky Way the earth is almost five

13:49
billion years old after 500 million

13:52
years of existence the earth started to

13:55
have microbial life simple life formed

14:01
very early on this planet more complex

14:04
life is thought to have formed around

14:06
550 million years ago after about 50

14:11
million years of complex life on Earth

14:14
the first great extinction occurred 500

14:18
million years ago the second greatest

14:21
extinction occurred 250 million years

14:25
later that is 250 million years ago we

14:31
are now in the exact same part of the

14:34
Milky Way where these major mass

14:36
extinctions occur is it we're more prone

14:40
to asteroid strikes in this area is it a

14:43
different type of gravitational pull on

14:46
the core of the planet that produces



14:48
more earthquakes we've had a hundred

14:51
percent increase of huge very large

14:56
earthquakes over a 7.5 in the past 25

15:00
years since I've been writing my

15:02
prophecies so

15:04
go to great quakes calm and see all data

15:07
you know in the last 25 years it's a

15:09
scientific fact that earthquakes have

15:11
increased over a hundred percent the

15:13
very large ones so the planet is in a

15:18
position of the Milky Way we are in

15:21
every 250 million years so that's the

15:25
great cycle of the earth and the Sun

15:27
when it rotates our orbits around the

15:29
Milky Way we come to this position in

15:32
our galaxy the Milky Way and the last

15:35
two times we've been in this area 250

15:39
million years ago and 500 million years

15:42
ago those are the two great extinction

15:45
cycles that happen were over 90% of life

15:49
vanished in the oceans on the land so we

15:55
are in a death cycle where our

15:59
technology now with asteroid strikes and

16:04
more seismic activity may end all life

16:09
on Earth there's nothing walking on



16:14
earth on two legs or four legs or more

16:18
legs that can survive radiation if

16:23
hundreds of nuclear reactors all of a

16:26
sudden melted down like Fukushima that

16:29
one event Fukushima basically destroyed

16:33
the ecosystem of the Pacific Ocean

16:36
generations will have to live with the

16:38
radiation poisoning that is now killing

16:41
off all types of life in the Pacific

16:44
Ocean

16:45
so people we are sentient beings we're

16:49
intelligent and we're aware that we have

16:53
to take control of our technology

16:56
nuclear reactors create natural energy

17:03
wind solar thermal title etc these

17:08
things will not destroy the planet if we

17:11
have a catastrophe like a major asteroid

17:14
strike

17:15
now recently a young politician from New

17:19
York

17:20
the young female Alexandria okay CEO

17:26
Cortes she's one of the first

17:29
politicians to recognize they have to go

17:34
to green energy get rid of nuclear

17:38
technology it's not gonna be easy it's



17:40
gonna be very expensive but the future

17:43
of all life on this planet will be

17:47
impacted if we don't make this heroic

17:50
switch to green energy and clean up the

17:55
nuclear reactors that are great risk

17:58
from tsunamis from not only quakes but

18:01
also tsunamis from asteroid strikes

18:07
asteroid strikes are pretty common

18:10
people it's incorrect to say that the

18:13
dinosaurs disappeared 60 million years

18:16
ago from an asteroid strike and that

18:18
extinction event which had four thousand

18:22
carbon units creating a hothouse of over

18:26
a hundred and thirty degrees on the

18:27
surface that killed all the animals that

18:30
couldn't burrow the small mammals that

18:32
could burrow into the ground where the

18:34
only mammals that survived the oceans

18:38
the surface ocean waters boiled the

18:41
fishes died suffer deepwater fishes that

18:45
could survive where it was still cool

18:49
enough to not fry the fish at the

18:52
surfaces of the oceans around the world

18:55
so people we are in a death some of the

19:01
Milky Way the last two times we were in



19:04
this area 250 million years ago and 500

19:08
million years ago two largest extinction

19:11
events occur now three other major

19:14
extinctions occurred that weren't as

19:16
significant as those two and they could

19:19
have been from asteroid strike so they

19:21
could have just been this the dinosaurs

19:23
was most likely from you know the carbon

19:25
as the planet cooled and the carbon from

19:30
the polar caps got into the atmosphere

19:34
or the temperature rose significantly

19:36
higher than it is today

19:39
imagine 130 degrees average temperature

19:43
all over the world how hot the oceans

19:45
would be how hot the surface would be so

19:49
we've been in this position before life

19:51
goes extinct but now the danger is even

19:56
greater because if asteroids are these

20:02
great quakes keep happening where these

20:06
nuclear reactors are located where

20:09
tsunamis can impact them we're talking

20:12
about meltdown after meltdown occurring

20:15
in the near future

20:17
and the radiation level would be a death

20:21
sentence to everything but perhaps a few



20:26
insects okay so that's where we're

20:30
heading people we have a serious problem

20:32
my prophecies were written to show

20:35
humanity that it is possible to have

20:39
exact details of the future known to a

20:42
human and that human was me so there's

20:46
60 prophecies out there people go to my

20:49
site so long calm and so l OG calm are

20:53
prophecies of so log that site is

20:56
prophecy so log calm know of it so it's

21:01
just prophecy so log calm again these

21:04
spell so log is Sol l OG the main site

21:09
need to go to start researching this

21:12
pentagram of blood all my prophecies

21:15
were released for free to use that when

21:18
they were written there's approximately

21:21
60 of them they're all time-stamped and

21:23
when you start seeing exact details and

21:27
location some type of events and

21:29
locations

21:30
dates all in my prophecies future events

21:35
that then occur

21:36
you will understand that my warning

21:38
about asteroids and tsunamis and nuclear

21:43
meltdown of power plants is very real



21:46
and we as a species need to correct that

21:52
technology so it's no longer at risk

21:54
from great quakes from tsunamis from

21:59
quakes and tsunamis from asteroids that

22:03
is why I've been doing my prophecies

22:07
since 1995 and it caused great peril to

22:10
my life after 9/11 struck and the exact

22:14
details are on my sites in the Neuse net

22:16
the US government literally buried me

22:19
under a jail for five years of the Bush

22:21
administration fake charges and six

22:25
cases put up in the US Supreme Court

22:27
detailing the torture that I endured for

22:30
five years under Bush the end of his

22:33
administration when Obama came in that's

22:35
when I was released it was a bogus case

22:38
completely made-up didn't happen yet

22:44
five years of my life were taken from me

22:47
trying to help humanity trying to warn

22:50
humanity now the safe zones are high

22:54
enough for tsunamis will affect those

22:57
areas so a small segment of society is

23:00
destined to go into the safe zones the

23:04
problem is if the nuclear reactors

23:08
aren't turned off in the nuclear fuel



23:10
rods aren't moved to high ground the

23:13
tsunamis are gonna end up destroying all

23:17
that technology and creating a toxic

23:20
planet that will eventually kill all

23:24
life this will become a dead planet if

23:27
we don't get rid of these nuclear

23:29
reactors and put the fuel in safe places

23:33
so people we need to go green years ago

23:37
I formed

23:38
rapid org gr EPA that's the global

23:42
renewal

23:42
energy production agreement and as I

23:46
mentioned earlier Alexandria ok CEO

23:50
Cortez is one of the first politicians

23:53
to start aligning her positions

23:57
according to my grupo act so around the

24:02
world governments need to adopt RepA and

24:06
replace the energy grids that are

24:09
dependent on fossil fuels and more

24:12
importantly nuclear fuels they're too

24:15
dangerous these nuclear reactors they

24:18
have the potential to turn this planet

24:20
into a death planet again mm-hmm this is

24:26
a cyclical event you know we've been in

24:29
this area of the Milky Way before and



24:31
over 90 percent of life on the planet

24:34
has died the last two times we were in

24:37
this area of the Milky Way it's every

24:40
250 years we're in this area this area

24:44
seems to be more prone to greater

24:48
seismic activity great quakes create

24:52
tsunamis like the one that destroyed

24:54
Fukushima so we're experiencing historic

24:59
events and they're all occurring on

25:02
these Solstice lines that form the

25:06
pentagram of blood it's very real people

25:09
do the research go to my site the end

25:14
com th ee e ND calm or salah calm and so

25:20
l OG calm or pentagram of blood calm or

25:25
asteroid mo b mo bi and start to do the

25:29
research so manatee has a chance to save

25:34
life on this planet if we keep going at

25:38
the rate that we're going and the

25:40
tsunami strikes from a large asteroid

25:44
impact in the oceans hundreds of nuclear

25:47
reactors will melt down like fukushima

25:50
imagine hundreds of Fukushima going off

25:53
at once

25:54
thing will survive so please people take

25:58
this warning seriously do the research



26:01
go to pentagram of blood and spread this

26:05
podcast all over the world in social

26:07
media get people aware it's not just you

26:11
that you could save it's all of humanity

26:14
all the species on this planet

26:16
it's a beautiful paradise and our

26:18
technology threatens everything please

26:23
people spread this morning and let's get

26:27
rid of nuclear technology and prepare

26:30
for the inevitable tsunamis by an

26:33
asteroid strike granted in the

26:36
not-too-distant future we might have the

26:38
ability to defend this planet from

26:41
asteroid strikes but we don't have it

26:44
yet so we have to prepare 2023 is right

26:49
around the corner and that's the year

26:51
that my prophecies are pointing to as

26:54
when these events will start unfolding

26:59
and destroying almost all life on Earth

27:01
so we still have a few years let's try

27:06
to make a change make a difference this

27:10
is so long and you can hear my other

27:13
podcasts of the end times

27:16
at thee end com that's th EE e nd .com

27:23
have a great day



27:26
[Music]

27:37
The End is very near lost all you

27:43
hold dear, you didn't want to hear

27:47
now you Tremble with Fear

27:51
[Music]
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